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WEB BASED INTEGR^ED PROJECT 
TIME AND COST CONTROL SYSTEM

O. Moselhi，J. Li，and S. Aikass

ABSTRACT

This paper presents an Internet-based integrated time and cost control system (ITCC) for construction 
projects. A work-package is considered as the basic control object in the developed system. It is designed 
to represent the status of a project，sub-contracts， activities andZor work tasks at di迁erent levels of a 
work breakdown structure. The relationships among the control objects form the execution logic of 
work progress for the entire project. Labor， material and equipment are the basic resources of a control 
object. Their cost and schedule variances are analyzed to evaluate the project’s performance. In order 
to be able to detect the unforeseen reasons behind poor performance， an Internet-based questionnaire 
was conducted to identify a set of resource performance indicators. The numerical value of the indicator， 
which eventually compares actual to planned performance， serves as criteria to highlight problemadc 
sources. Daily， weeWy and monthly progress reports that include up to reporting date， and at completion 
performance， are generated by the ITCC system. A forecasting model is also incorporated to predict 
the cost and duration at completion. In order to provide remote，real-time control， and information 
sharing environment， an Internet-based system has been developed to implement the control system.

Keywords: Integrated project time and cost control，Web-based project management， Resource 
performance indicators.

INTRODUCTION

Tracking and control of construction projects are the essential management functions to the successful 
delivery of these projects. Considerable research work in this area has been reported (Diekmann and 
Al-Tabtabai，1992，Abu-Hijleth and Ibbs，1993， Fayek et. al.，1998, Alshaibani，1999). Other new 
strategies for construction process control proposed by Glenn and Gregory (1998)， and IAI (IAI， 

1996)， are still in the conceptual stage. The literature suggests there is room for improvements， 

particularly for diagnostic of poor performance, forecasting project cost and duration at completion， 

real-time sharing information on project progress.

The existing control methods can be classified into two categories. The traditional ‘S ’ curves， which 
uses one cost indicator to compare project’s budgeted and actual values. This method tends to mislead 
the decision-maker when the cost is overrun and actual progress is ahead of schedule (Moselhi，1993). 
To overcome this problem， the earned value method (DoD，1967) in which two indicators (cost and 
乜me) related to earned value are used. It tracks ehher cost variance or schedule progress of a project 
performance. However， this method neither specifies causes of the variances， nor suggests needed 
corrective actions (Alshaibani，1999). Clearly， there is a need to develop a new method that not only 
analyze the earned value but also identify the reasons behind the variances and suggest corrective 
actions.

This paper outlines the framework of a newly developed system that circumvents the limitations 
referred above and briery describes its basic system components. The developed system has a number
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of interesting features: 1) it is object oriented where each object represents a work package，2) h 
provides diagnostic system for causes of poor performance， and 3) it provides a real-time data-sharing 
environment to facilitate progress reporting to all members of project team. The system is being 
developed for use on the World Wide Web.
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Figure 1 _  Project Control Cycle

PROJECT CONTROL CYCLE

A project control system involves several steps such as defining the control objects， establishing the 
control baseline and starting the control cycle as shown in Figure 1. The control object usually is an 
activity or a work task. The control baseline can be derived from a resource-loaded schedule of the 
project. These resources include labor, material, equipment and indirect costs. The accumulation of 
these resources forms the baseline CS ’ curves (Moselhi，1993). The control cycle includes site data 
collection, performance evaluation and corrective actions. Site data collection involves measuring 
work progress and calibrating the actual expense of the resources during the construction phase. In 
performance evaluation, the collected data is compared with the baseline to find out any cost overruns 
or schedule delays. Based on satisfactory results i.e. positive variances, for this evaluation process, the 
next cycle will be started. Otherwise, further analysis will proceed to determine the reasons behind the 
calculated variances and a corrective action(s) may take place.

Effective communication plays important role in controlling construction projects. The Internet 
with its speed, easy access and cost effectiveness provides an efficient, real-time data sharing 
environment. It also provides a communication media platform that facilitates the process of project 
control. The proposed web-based integrated time and cost control (ITCC) system is described below.

PROPOSED PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM

The proposed ITCC system is comprised of different components including control objects, baseline of 
objects, evaluation criteria, resource performance indicators， variance analysis algorithm, forecast module, 
corrective action module and web-based database. Figure 2 illustrates the basic components of ITCC.
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Figure 2 — Proposed Project Control Cycle

The work package is considered a control object in the developed system. The baseline of the 
control object serves as a reference. During the construction process, actual resources of labor， material 
and equipment expenditure as well as data on daily weather conditions, site congestions and work 
progress are measured and stored in the web-based database. The variances of the control object are 
computed by retrieving the data from the database. The project manager can access the system to 
evaluate the performance according to a preset evaluation criterion. A favorable performance will 
make the system proceed to the next control cycle. An unfavorable performance on the other hand will 
lead to the analysis of the deviations from the baseline; compute the ratio of resource performance 
indicators; determine the direct impact costs of the corresponding indicators as well as list possible 
reasons for the calculated variances. The system also provides possible corrective actions. If the variances 
are the result of a poor estimation, for example, the baseline will be revised immediately to get more 
realistic resource-loaded schedule. The following paragraphs describe the system components.

Control Objects

The control object is the basic control unit in the developed system. It serves as common entity that 
enables the comparison between budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP) and actual costs of work 
performed (ACWP), as well as budgeted cost of work scheduled (BCWS). For the purpose of this 
research, the work package is considered to be the basic control object. It relies on the Work Breakdown 
Structure (WBS), which progressively breaks a large complex project down into smaller and simpler 
units (Moselhi, O.，1993). The work package can be an element in any level of the hierarchy structure, 
depending on the project size. In the developed model, a control object may represent work task, an 
activity, a structure, a sub-contractor or a project as a whole. It should be emphasized that the scope of 
a work package would be explicitly defined to avoid redundancy among work packages when they are 
at different level of the WBS.

Control Baseline

The control baseline for the proposed system includes information on planning and scheduling of the 
work packages along with their assigned resources. It also includes two additional attributes: threshold 
value and relationship.

A variance threshold can be defined at each work package level and project level for cost control 
purposes. Both absolute and relative values of the threshold are considered to account for the impact 
of the work package size. A three-stage threshold method (Abu-Hijleh, 1993) is employed when 
determining the threshold value for cost. For instance, in the early stage of a work package (e.g. less 
than 20% complete), a higher threshold for cost variance is generally acceptable due to the learning
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curve and mobilization effects. In the intermediate stage of a work package (e.g. 20% to 80% complete), 
the threshold value can be lower, indicating that planned values should be achieved and that corrective 
actions should be implemented if these values are not achieved. Towards the end phase of a work 
package (e.g. greater than 80% complete), the threshold value should be very close to zero, indicating 
that the planned values have been achieved; otherwise, a problem will occur. Most corrective actions 
would be ineffective at such a late stage in the progress of a work package.

A progress measurement template developed by Moselhi, defined different stages of percentage 
completion of a work package. The distribution of percentage completion depends generally on the 
nature of the work package, and particularly on its relative cost and duration (Moselhi, 1993). The 
threshold values at each stage are defined by the user. It would depend on the characteristics of the 
work package, as well as other factors such as company policy, quality of management, and planned 
cost. Further more, the actual threshold values for cost variances may be different for each resource 
category (i.e. labor, equipment, materials, and subcontracts).

The logical relationships among the work packages form the job logic. Four logical relationships 
such as start-to-start, start-to-finish, finish-to-start and finish-to-finish with their lead and lag constrains 
have been incorporated in the ITCC system. These relationships are specified when the user inputs the 
planned data into the system.

Resource Performance Indicators

The resource performance indicators play an important role in the performance evaluation and problem 
detection. They work as sensors to highlight unforeseen problem areas. The indicators used in the 
ITCC are initially selected from the literature (Diekmann AND Al-Tabtabai, 1992, Elazouni and Basha, 
1996, Abu-Hijleth and Ibbs, 1998, Fayeket al., 1998，Alshaibani, 1999). An Internet-based questionnaire 
survey was also conducted targeting experienced project managers to consolidate the information and 
knowledge needed to establish the system’s performance indicators. Based on the survey, 20 indicators 
representing resources of labor, material and equipment are chosen in this study.

Legend:
CZ )  Top Level Indicator 

Detail Level Indicator 

Impact factors

Figure 3 — Labor Causal Model
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Nine labor performance indicators are selected for evaluating the labor performance of work packages 
in the ITCC system. They are labor cost variance， labor schedule variance， work package quantity， 

unit labor cost， unit productivity， labor unit price， craft rate， crew mix rate and absentee as shown in 
the Figure 3. The labor cost and schedule variance nodes， shown in Figure 3， represent the top-level 
labor indicators for a work package. The gray nodes represent the more detailed level indicators designed 
to detect the cause of the variances. The hatched nodes represent the possible list of the factors that 
might cause the variance of that indicator. The inter-relationship among the indicators establishes the 
causal model of the labor resource. Similarly， 6 indicators for material and 5 indicators for equipment 
訂c used.

Evaluation C riteria

In order to control a project effectively a multi-level evaluation criteria is developed as shown in 
Figure 4. At the project level， only cost and schedule variances are taken into consideration. The cost 
variance (CV) is the di迁erence between the budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP) and the actual 
cost of work performed (ACWP) (Equation 1). The schedule variance (SV) re jec ts  the d近erence 
between the budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP) and the budgeted cost of work scheduled 
(BCWS) (Equation 2). The percentage variance (CV%) is defined as a ratio of the cost variance (CV) 
to the budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP) (Equation 3). If the absolute (Equation 1) and relative 
variance (Equation 3) detected in the project’s performance is less than or equal to the threshold value， 

then the performance of the project in that category (e.g. labor hours) is acceptable. Conversely， if the 
variance detected is greater than the threshold value， then the performance is unacceptable. Further 
analysis is needed， in the la敝  case， to detect the cause of the variance.

Evaluation Criteria 

Project Level

Cost Variance<Threshold

Schedule Variance ̂ Threshold 

Work Package Level

Cost Variance<Threshold

Schedule Variance <Threshold

Resource perform ance Indicators (Ratio <1)

Figure 4: Evaluation Criteria

CV = BCWP -  ACWP A 八八 A 八八（1) 

SV = BCWP -  BCWSk 人八八八八（2)

= T-八 ⑶
BCWP BCWP
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At the work package level， cost and schedule variances are evaluated， if their values do not exceed 
the predefined threshold values， the performance of the work package is considered acceptable. 
O the^ ise ， the indicators’ ratios will additionally be assessed progressively according the causal model. 
The calculated values of the indicators (shown by the gray nodes in Figures 3) provide a criterion to 
diagnose 也e source of the variance in each case. If the ratio is less than or equal to one， the performance 
of the indicator is favorable. If the ratio is greater than one， this indicator is specified as the reason 
behind the poor performance. Daily， weekly and monthly progress reports include up to reporting 
date， and at completion performance， are then generated by the ITCC system. A factor-based forecasting 
model has been developed to predict the cost and duration at completion.

PROPOSED WEB-BASED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A Three-Tier ClientZSever computer application is designed utilizing the Unified Modeling Language 
(UML) (Ericksson and Parker，1998) and coded mainly using Java Applet to implement the ITCC 
system. It involves presentation-tier， application logicZmiddle-tier， and data tier. Figure 5 shows the 
architecture of the developed ITCC system， which consists of five components:

User Interface (UI)

The UI provides the viewin^inputting window that allows the users to interact with the system through 
the web using an Internet browser. The user can place the request to input the project budget， the 
actual data， update the existing data， produce graphics and tabular reports， view data from project 
database， historical database and case database via UI.

Event Handler

The event handler responds and processes requests from the user’s input. Each time the event handler 
is activated， security checks are made to verify the user name and password.

Data Processing

The data processing component is the mathematical engine of the ITCC system. It is triggered by the 
event handler and performs actions that insert the project budget data， actual data and status data into 
the database. It also extracts the information from the database， calculates the values of the indicators， 

evaluates the project performance， detects the problem source and suggests corrective action， when 
ncccssary.

O D BC JD BC

ODBCZJDBC (Open Database ConnectivityZJava Database Connectivity) connects the data processing 
component with the Database to facilitate data entry and retrieval.
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Database

Three relational databases are developed for the proposed system -1) project database，2) case database， 

and 3) historical database. Project database stores planned and actual cost and schedule data for a 
project. Case database saves data on the work package that has a repetitive nature for future reference. 
Whenever the project is completed, all the information collected in the project database will be moved 
to the Historical database. The data in the database can be exported to an external text data file using 
ISO 10303 Part 21 format (ISO 1992) for data exchange purposes. All these databases are set up in the 
database server. Users from site and company head office can access the system simultaneously. The 
Entities-Relationship methodology (Chen, P.P，1976) is employed in designing these databases.

CONCLUSIONS

The ITCC system is an integrated web-based time and cost control system of construction projects. It 
improves the existing project time and cost control methods by employing resource performance 
indicators to detect the causes of deviation from the project baseline (i.e. from the project planned 
conditions). The forecast model predicts the project time and cost at completion by considering past 
performance and planned future improvements. The availability of the project data on-line allows for 
data sharing among the members of the project team in real-time, and accordingly provides daily site 
progress reports.

This system can be applied to track project progress, evaluate its performance, identify the reasons 
behind poor performance and suggest corrective actions, if any. The system can also be used for 
training purposes. Microsoft Access database, Active Server Page，HTML, JavaScript, Java Applet,
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VB script， Microsoft FrontPage， Microsoft Visual InterDev are used to develop the proposed system. 
The system runs within Microsoft Window NT and Window 2000 environments.
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SYSTEM DYNAMICS BASED SIMULATIONS 
FOR SELECTING OPTIMUM SOLUTIONS TO 
OVERCOME PROJECT DELAYS

Z.M. Deng 

H. Li

ABSTRACT

Delays have been an endemic feature of the construction industry. When a delay occurs in project 
execution， the project manager often expedites the progress through activity crashing with respect to 
available 玎oat and time-cost relationships. Accelerated schedule is thus obtained by prescribing overtime 
working hours or procuring additional resources or their combination. Whereas excessively prolonged 
overtime work generates quality and rework problems， procuring additional resources requires more 
丘nancial input. In this paper， we present a decision support system to attain a trade o迂 b e^ een  overtime 
working and procurement of additional resources keeping in view the cost， quality and rework issues 
in a delayed construction project using system dynamics concepts.

Keywords: System Dynamics; Simulation; Construction Project; Delay; Time-cost Relationship

INTRODUCTION

In terms of its contribution to the growth of economy， construction industry is one of the most important 
industries in many countries (Rowlinson and Walker，1995). Technological development， globalization 
and elective communication in today’s competitive market calls for scheduled completion of projects 
with acceptable cost and quality. However， delays have become inevitable part of constmction projects. 
Morris and Hough (1989) evaluated the records of more than 4，000 projects between 1959 and 1986 
and stated that the success rate of projects is generally poor in terms of timely completion. Tah et. al 
(1993) stated that poor performance of projects in terms of time and cost overrun is commonplace in 
construction industry. A detailed summary of project delays and possible time and cost overruns is 
available in Majid and McCa任er (1998). Moreover， poor quality and rework generation is also common 
in construction projects ( " d i t i，1998).

Thomas and Raynar (1997) tried to define the relationship between scheduled overtime and various 
types of dismptions on performance level. The study concluded that BRT cuwe is a reasonable estimate 
for productivity loss， and the major reason 奋r productivity losses during a period of scheduled overtime 
is inability to provide resources at an accelerated rate. The factor model used in this study assumes that 
the conversion of inputs (work hours) to outputs (quan他 es) is a function of the work method or 
conversion technology. However, in this study， social factors of loss in personnel motivation，fatigue， 

schedule pressure and cost impacts have not been taken into account. Also work quality standards 
have not been explicitly examined under overtime working conditions. In addition， it is noticed that 
the impact of overtime on quality control and rework prevention has never been quantitatively studied 
(Arditi，1998) and the impacts on work quality and rework generation are usually not considered
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during the activity-crashing techniques to mitigate delays (Rasul，1998). Hence there is a need to 
systematically analyze the trade o迂 between overtime works and additional resources for an earlier， 
economical completion of project with a focus on quality control and rework prevention. In this paper， 
we present a system dynamics simulation model for simulating the impact of di迁erent combinations 
of overtime working and additional resources hiring on accelerated completion of project. Apart from 
minimizing the cost， quality control and rework prevention are also the main objectives of optimization 
combination.

SYSTEM DYNAMICS MODELING OF TRADE OFF BETWEEN 
OVERT謙 AND ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

System dynamics ◎ 迁ers a holistic view of a problem focusing on its behavioral trends and their relation 
with managerial strategies. System dynamics was introduced by Forrester (1961) as a method for 
modeling and analyzing the behavior of complex social systems. Recently， system dynamics has been 
widely used in project management (Rodrigues and Bowers，1996， Mohapatra et. al，1994). Sterman 
(1992) described the suitability of system dynamics for modeling construction industry problems 
because of their complex nature， dynamic behavior， multiple feedback processes， nonlinear relationships 
and adaptation to both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ data.

A system dynamics model needs a reference mode. Reference mode helps creating confidence in 
system dynamics model both from structural and behavioral perspective (Forrester and Senge 1980). 
Perceived reference mode for Overtime working from the real world data (Rasul，1998) and previous 
research conducted in construction overtime by Proctor and Gamble quoted in Thomas and Raynar
(1997) is shown in Figure 1.

According to the reference mode， with the inception of an extended overtime， performance level 
(Quality) at the job site declines and adopts another level， lower than the initial. In the systematic 
perspective， this process is known as goal adjustment process. This decline in performance level is 
due to the many interrelated and interconnected factors interacting each o出er in a causal-e任ect stmcture. 
Because of the low performance level， rework at the job site is generated and is perceived after certain 
delay period. Additional cost for overtime working is perceived maximum at the maximum overtime 
working hours. In the original study of Proctor and Gamble (reference here)， the performance level 
has been taken as percentage e组ciency， a relative loss of productivity compared to some baseline 
period. The reasons for this loss of e迅cieney are reported in Thomas and Raynar (1997).

Ove 相  me

Quality

Additional
Cost

Figure 1: Perceived Reference Mode for Overtime Working Time
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Similarly perceived reference mode for additional resources is shown in Figure 2 (reference here). 
According to the reference mode， procurement of additional resources requires more additional cost 
as compared with the overtime working however， an improvement in quality and less rework generation 
has been perceived as compared with the overtime schedule conditions (Rasul，1998). In order to 
attain a strategic combination of overtime w orhng and additional resources from computer simulation， 

we have selected additional cost， quality and rework as the primary key variables in model development.

Additional
Cost

Qua吻

Figure 2: Perceived Reference Mode 衍r Additional Resources 乃所e

Scope and Limitations

The objective of this study is to simulate the e jects of optimum combination of overtime working and 
additional resources on cost， quality and rework. Attaining the most plausible strategy through simulating 
出任erent What If scenarios is an important outcome of study. Main focus of the study is on cost saving 
alongwith quality control and rework prevention in a delayed project. Moreover， overtime has been 
taken in terms of extended overtime， that is， an overtime schedule that last longer than several weeks. 
Spot overtime, which is intermittent， is not covered， because the overall impacts are minor relative to 
the job as a whole.

Dynamic Hypothesis (Feedback Loop)

According to the system dynamics concepts， reference mode leads to the formulation of a dynamic 
hypothesis that provides a compact and precise representation of the interdependencies in a system 
and is particularly useful in portraying the feedback structure of the system. Explanation of the changes 
or dynamic hypothesis is done based on the principles of feedback loop where the causal relationship 
between the elements is presented. Feedback loop，however， is not intended to provide mathematical 
specification of relationships， which may be linear or non-linear， or of any time delays between cause 
and e迁ect. A causal-e迁ect diagram developed for the addressed reference mode is shown in Figure 3. 
Circular， thin lines are causal-e迁ect interactions among selected variables while the blocks represent 
selected sectors in system dynamics model. Light， thick straight lines are the dynamic interactions 
among sectors showing a high-level map of the system dynamics model.

A system dynamics model is an abstraction of reality that captures the fundamental essence of a 
system in su迁icient detail so as to be used for investigation and experimentation with less time， less
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money and less risk. In other words， a developed system dynamics model is not only useful to gain 
increased comprehension of problem but also a valuable aid to poUcy analysis and dec⑷ on making 
for an improved behavior.

The inkial representation of feedback loop shows that， as the project is perceived as delayed the 
Work Remaining with respect to the current project schedule increases (this may be due to the many 
factors beyond the scope of current work) it will tend to produce Schedule Pressure. According to the 
common intuition of a project manager， this Schedule Pressure will tend to promote Overtime andZor 
additional resources input to reduce the Work Remaining with regard to the current project schedule. 
This structure represents a balancing loop where a decision to accelerate the work is used to counteract 
the Work Remaining.几 is so-called quick remedial measure invites a vicious circle reinforcing feedback 
loops influencing project quality，genera如 g rework and other unintended consequences of dec⑷on.

Specifying and determining mathematical relationships among parameters,factors of a system 
dynamics model is an important step. For the purpose of this study， a simulation model is formulated 
in Ithink developed by High Performance Systems Inc (1994).

Undiscovered
Rework

r \
Quality

(+)

Overtiifw & 
Additio?ml ResourcesQuality

(+)
Fatigue & Motivation

Figure 3: Dynamic Hypothesis

The model consists of seven sectors namely, Progress, Scope & Rework, Overtime & Additional 
Resources, Cost，Quality， Human Resource and Fatigue & Motivation. These sectors and their high- 
level interaction map are shown in Figure 3 as rounded rectangles. Initial parameters of the model 
have been adjusted in a way to simulate the ideal condition of project execution where actual progress 
is equal to the desired progress and there is no need for accelerated scheduling. Model structure is， 

however, organized in a flexible way to simulate various What If scenarios of execution process. 
Since the model structure is large, it consists of around 100 basic building blocks, only a generic 
structure of the model is shown in Figure 4. Model parameters, boundary conditions and relationships 
were estimated based on the data collection from industry (Love et. al，1998; Rasul, 1998).

MODEL VALIDATION

Model validation is to ensure the soundness and usefulness of model (Forrester and Senge，1980). 
Validation requires not only that the model is in accordance with the known ‘physical laws’ of the 
system, but also that it offers usefulness and transmits confidence to the end user. The model was
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Similarly only additional resources conditions have been simulated in Figure 5. A comparison of 
simulation results of Figures 4 and 5 with the respective reference modes in Figures 1 and 2 confirms 
behavioral validation of the model.

[A d d  Res 2: Percent Add Co 切 3:Q 吵 .4 R Work 5:WorkSco 押

65•的

四SO 30.㈨0•的 7.50 15• ㈨

8  自  咖  Res Ref (Base Run) 说他s 11:55 如 11伽^ 8

Figure 5: Simulated Reference Mode 伤r Additional Resources (Base Run) Simulation Based Decision Support

Harmony Type 1 projects are very similar in terms of their 玎oor plan cross sections， the number of 
storeys， size and numbers and types of 旦ats per 行oor.… so， the construction of these housing projects 
is scheduled with similar operations.…though simulation results of their operations might not be as 
severe as in case of some complex infrastructure project， yet a general pattern of internal dynamics 
can be studied. Figure 4 shows that decline in quality after the inception of overtime is not in phase 
with overtime intensity due to perception delay in trade o迂 between quality and schedule. Moreover，

0.00 
0.00 

印.00 000 0.00

岛 邑  OT R蚧M加e 田asa Run) Mo时hs 11:55从 11伽用8

Figure 4: Simulated Reference Mode 免 r Overtime WorWng (Base Run)

tested both from structural and behavioral perspectives according to the guidelines described in Forrester 
and Senge (1980)， and results indicated that the model complied with the guidelines. In order to 
simulate the model for base run， it was calibrated to replicate the delay process according to the real 
world data. The parameter values and their non-linear graphical functions are drawn from 14 pubhc 
housing projects completed in Hong Kong during 1993-1994 (^^osrowshahi，1997). These projects 
are all belong to the Harmony Type 1 which is one of the three standardized modular designs adopted 
by the Hong Kong Housing Authority (HK^仏  1989Z90). Of the 14 projects， 8 projects contain activity- 
crashing data， which is important in generating the nonlinear time-cost cuwes. According to the original 
schedule of a project， planned progress at the end of 10th month is 18%. A 50% delay in schedule 
showing the Actual Progress at 9% was incorporated and its simulation results are shown in Figure 4 
and 5. In order to simulate the model for only overtime conditions， no allocation for additional resources 
has been made and the results are shown in Figure 4.

30.00
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a delay in rework perception after the decline in quality is also clear from the results. Based on the 
delay conditions in the prototype project， second cycle of overtime working is also required for the 
accelerated completion of project. There is a continuous generation of rework because of low quality 
standards prescribed during overtime working hours. The process indicates that decline in quality is 
one of the root causes of rework generation. Similarly， simulation results of Figure 5 indicate more 
requirements for additional cost， lesser decline in quality and lesser rework generation as a result of 
additional resources.

As a next step of the model exploration an extensive sensitivity analysis， allocating various 
com binations of overtim e working and add沿onal resources input as recognized by the schedule 
discrepancy， has been carried out. The comparative results of Percent Additional Cost， Quality and 
Cumulative Rework are shown in Figures 6 to 8 respectively. Numbers on the simulating curves 
correspond to various strategic combinations for overtime working and additional resources input as 
given below. The percentages of overtime working and additional resources incorporated in di任erent 
combinations correspond to their perceived values for an accelerated completion of project on time.

Additional Resources Input = 0%
Additional Resources Input = 50%
Additional Resources Input = 100%
Additional Resources Input = 100%
Additional Resources Input = 50%

Strategy 1. Overtime = 100% ，

Strategy 2. Overtime = 100% ，

Strategy 3. Overtime = 0% ，

Strategy 4. Overtime = 50% ，

Strategy 5. Overtime = 50% ，

1: Percent Add Cost 2: Percent Add Cost ■ Percent Add Cost "Percent Add Cost

40.00

20.00

15.00 22.50 30.00

8 # Add Cost (Comparative Plots) Months 8:36 PM 11/25/98

Figure 6: Comparative Results of Percent Additional Cost

Qlty ： Q lty ： Qlty 4 Qlty

80.00

40.00
22.50 30.007.50

Quality (Comparative Plots)8  & Months 8:36 PM 11/25/98

Figure 7: Comparative Results of Quality
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J #  1 C um  R W  2: Cum RW 3  C um  R W  4  C um  R W

20.00

0.00 30.00

8 8:36 PM 11/25/98Rework (Comparative Plots) Months

Figure 8: Comparative Results of Cumulative Rework

The comparative simulation analysis of different candidate alternatives gives an insight to a better 
vision of outcome. Different scenarios for decision criteria can be obtained through this analysis. For 
an easy apprehension, outcome of the analysis with respect to adopted candidate alternatives is presented 
in Table 1. Apart from the combinations described in Figures 6 to 8， some other potential combinations 
have also been simulated and there results are included in Table 1.

Decision-maker is next required to apply his Value System to select an alternative from a set of 
candidate alternatives. For this, relative ratings of the alternatives through the application of decision- 
maker's value system have been evaluated using Utility Theory.

Table 1: Outcomes of Simulations Based Analysis

Candidate
Alternatives*

Decision Criteria

Additional
Cost
(% increase)

Quality 
Decline 
(% decline)

Rework 
Generation 
(% Scope)

1 (OT=WO%, AR= 0%) 17.47 28.00 5.01

2 (OT=WO%, AR= 50%) 26.10 25_33 4.73

3 (OT= 0%, AR=100%) 25.00 14.93 1.93

4 (OT= 50%, AR=100%) 28.00 16.20 2.43

5 (OT= 50%, AR= 50%) 23.50 14.40 2.49

6 (OT= 50%, AR= 40%) 22.56 13.99 2.51

7 (OT= 50%, AR= 30%) 20.20 13.77 2.50

8 (OT= 70%, AR= 20%) 20.28 18.72 3.40

9 (OT= 30%, AR= 60%) 22.57 14.01 2.06

* OT = Overtime Working, AR = Additional Resources 
Employed
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EVALUATION OF OUTCOMES (UTILITYTHEORY)

According to Dozzi et. al, (1996)， the transformation of outcomes as a result of analysis into relative 
ratings of alternatives through application of decision-maker，s value system is designated as Evaluation. 
Evaluation deals with estimation of the relative desirability of what is expected to happen. The 
application of the utility model for the evaluation of outcomes requires that each criterion used for 
decision-making be defined and represented by a utility function. The utility functions for all criteria 
represent preferences or trade-offs between criteria and are measured on a scale so that expected 
utilities of individual criteria can be combined to form a single expected utility. The methodology 
used to develop the utility function of each criterion can be summarized as follows:
• Specify the range of interest for each criterion, upper and lower limits (yu, _yi).
• Identify the neutral point of contribution for each criterion, threshold (yr) and the most preferred 

point (yjw).
• Define the cardinal utility scale by anchoring relative points.
• Develop the utility functions using either a straight-line or exponential function and solve for the 

constants of each equation.

The range of interest identifies the upper and lower limits (yu, y i )  for the options of each criteria and 
formulates the boundaries for numeric inputs. The threshold point (yr) of each criterion represents the point 
of neutral desirability. The most preferred point (y^) represents the best possible option for the particular 
criterion. These points are usually defined by the corporate policy and decision-maker's knowledge and 
experience about similar problems. These points are identified in Table 2.

The scale for each utility function is derived by fixing the utility values with specific options for 
each criterion. These options are referred to as relative points and a minimum of two are required 
depending on the method used for developing utility values. For two relative points, the threshold 
point (yr) and the most preferred point (yu) are used. The utility of the threshold point is set to zero 
and the utility of the most preferred point of each criterion is set to one.

u(yr)； = 0 and u(yM)j = 1

Table 2: Definition of Criterion, their Range of Interest and Threshold Points

Criterion Definition Scale yu yr y i

Additional Cost Cost incurred for accelerating 
the schedule

% 0 20 50

Quality Decline Negative effect on quality 
during accelerated schedule

% 0 15 40

Rework Generation Rework generated as a result 
o f low quality and other 
factors

% 0 10 25

The utility functions are created by using either a straight-line relationship or an exponential 
relationship. The generalized equations of straight line and exponential utility functions are as follows:

Straight-line equation: Uj(yj) = Ajyj + Bj (1)

Exponential equation: Uj(yj) = Aje8̂  + Cj (2)

where ufyj) = utility of criterion j; and Ay, Bj, Cj = constants for criterion j.

Based on the real world pattern， we have selected exponential equation for developing utility functions
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for each criterion. The constants of the exponential equation are solved using two relative points of the 
criteria for which the utility is known and hit & trial method to fulfil the need of third equation. Utility 
functions for each criterion are shown in Figure 9.

P re lim inary  U tility  F u n c tio n s

1.00

0.00
30 35  40 5045

1.00

.2.00

3.00
u(y) = 2.058-

■4.00

u(y) = 2.022-
- 5.00

Additional Cost 
Quality Decline 
Rework Generation

y (percentage)

Figure 9: Preliminary Utility Functions for the Selected Criterion

Since the most preferred magnitude of all the three criteria is set equal to one while establishing the 
utility functions. The utility =1 may mean different contributions to success for the various criteria. 
The judgement of decision-maker is required to assign numbers by considering the set of most preferred 
numbers, such that a utility number assigned to each (yM)j represents its relative contribution to 
achievement of project objectives. The numbers so assigned are scaling factors. The scaling factor for 
y j  is designated W j. The utility values of each criteria are combined to form an expected utility for a 
project scenario. Therefore each preliminary utility function described in Figure 9 may be transformed 
to an equivalent utility function with utility measured on the common scale. According to Lifson and 
Shaifer (1982)， the transformation to the common scale is accomplished by equation:

G  = ^  * 队 （3 )

The expected utility value (also referred to as “total relative score”) is determined using the 
transformed utility functions of each analyzed criteria for different candidate alternatives. The addition 
of transformed utilities for all the criterion determines the Expected Utility Value (Eu) for the project 
scenario of the specified alternative. An alternative having greater value of Expected Utility (Eu) 
among the other candidate alternatives is the optimum solution to overcome project delays according 
to corporate policies and criteria developed. A summary of calculations for Expected Utility Value 
(Eu) is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3: Expected Utility Calculations for Candidate Alternatives

Criterion

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3

Outcome «/• Uj Outcome «/ Uj Outcome “j Uj

Cost 250 17.47 0.1736 43.40 26.10 -0.4933 -123.32 25.00 -0.3954 -98.85

Quality 200 28.00 -1.6308 -326.16 25.33 -1.2130 -242.60 14.93 0.0064 1.27

Rework 175 5.01 0.5813 101.73 4.73 0.6086 106.50 1.93 0.8550 149.62

Expected Utility • 181.02 • 259.42 52.05

Criterion Wi

Alternative 4 Alternative 5 Alternative 6

Outcome «/ Uj Outcome UJ Uj Ou 论 ome UJ Uj

Cost 250 28.00 •0.6725 -168.13 23.50 -0.2684 -67.11 22.56 -0.1926 -48.14

Quality 200 16.20 -0.1135 -22.70 14.40 0.0544 10.88 13.99 0.0907 18.15

Rework 175 2.43 0.8143 142.50 2.49 0.8093 141.63 2.51 0.8077 141.34

Expected Utility - 48.33 85.40 111.35

Criterion Wj

Alternative 7 Alternative 8 Alternative 9

Outcome “j Uj Outcome “j Uj Outcome “j Uj

Cost 250 20.20 -0.0138 -3.45 20.28 -0.0196 -4.90 22.57 -0.1933 -48.34

Quality 200 13.77 0.1100 21.99 18.72 -0.3729 •74.58 14.01 0.0890 17.80

Rework 175 2.50 0.8085 141.48 3.40 0.7314 127.99 2.06 0.8445 147.79

Expected Utility 160.03 48.51 117.25

According to the expected utility value, Alternative 7 (OT=50%, AR=30%) is the optimum solution 
for mitigation project delays with the given set of preferences and project conditions modeled explicitly 
as the part of analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

In order to cope up with the schedule overruns, activity crashing is common in construction industry. 
Time-cost relationships help project managers to accelerate the schedule based on most economical 
combination among various options. Impact of these options on quality and rework generation is 
usually not considered at the stage of planning for accelerated schedule. We have developed a system 
dynamics decision support system for the selection of optimum combination of various options for 
schedule acceleration. Impacts of overtime working and additional resources input have been explicitly 
modeled in the light of real world data from Hong Kong construction industry.

In this paper， we present a decision support system to attain a trade off between overtime working 
and procurement of additional resources keeping in view the cost, quality and rework issues in a 
delayed construction project using system dynamics concepts.
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ABSTRACT

Cost management focuses on the cost analysis techniques such as cost planning, life cycle costing, 
cash flow forecast, while value management (VM) concerns both cost and function variables in a 
construction project. VM is aimed establishing a focused definition of project goals (including both 
cost and function) through the interaction between the client and the project team members. Based on 
psychology value and organizational behavior， a 6soft’ systematic value management model using a 
value-goal-outcome cycle has recently been developed for evaluation of the decision-making process 
on construction (Leung and Liu 1998). The present paper evaluates the relationship between value- 
goal specificity and participant satisfaction in a value-goal management model. A task applying 
qualitative analyzing methods (CSO and CD A) was studied, and the relationships amongst the 
hypothetical variables were proved as positive correlation in this paper.

Keywords: Value Management, Specificity, Cost, Function, Value-Goal

INTRODUCTION

In construction industry，time, cost and quality are viewed as three major elements (IOB) for project 
management. Actually, various cost models were formed practically and theoretically for management 
of the cost on construction projects, including elemental cost planning (e.g., unit method, superficial 
method, cubical method, etc.)， statistical cost analysis (regression analysis, monte carlo simulation), 
knowledge-based expert system，etc.. All of these techniques use clear guidelines or mathematical 
models for selection of an optimistic solution in the decision process.

Kelly and Male (1988)， as well as Palmer (1992)， distinguish the difference between the value 
management (VM) definition of the United States and the cost control definition of the United Kingdom, 
and indicate that VM occurs much earlier in a project's life cycle， whilst cost control tends to occur in 
the later stages of a construction project. VM emphasizes problem solving, in-depth functional analysis 
and the relationship between function and cost, while cost control is based on traditional quantity 
surveying services such as feasibility studies, cost planning， the production of bills of quantities, 
tender evaluation and on-site cost measurement.

Since VM mainly concerns both function and cost at the early stage of the project (e.g., charette, 40 
hour workshop, etc.)， it is most likely to be considered as a strategic management tool in project 
management (Male and Kelly 1992).
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TRADITIONAL VALUE MANAGEMENT

The concept of 仏 lue Management (VM) was first developed by Lawrence Miles， who was a purchase 
engineer with the General Electric Company in the United States in 1947. He recognized that proper 
analysis of a product’s ‘unction’ often led to improved performance and reduced cost because alternative 
materials or manufacturing methods were discovered and employed through the analytical process. 
From Miles’s inspiration, value was defined as ‘the relationship of worth to cost as seen by the user in 
regard to his needs and resources in a given situation’ (refer Interior’s Departmental Manual 369DM1 
ched in Rigby 1998). Value ^ a ly s i s  for assessing the best value could be presented in terms of the 
relationship between worth 斤unction and cost.

Value = Function 
Cost

Cost ‘forms the basis for all savings and a guide toward selecting areas for application，(Dell，Isola 
1982)， while function represents the performance of a product (i.e. quality). Value， representing the 
minimum cost to achieve the required functions， acts as a stimulant to creativity， to the generation of 
alternatives， and to a basic understanding of the areas being studied. When cost exceeds worth， poor 
value occurs. When cost is less than worth， good value exists. Value management represented an 
organized study of functions that satisfy the user’s needs at the lowest life cycle costs through applied 
creativity. Based on the above equation， value could be increased either by
1. increasing the function of the goods and services without addition of cost，
2. decreasing the cost with the same function，

3. increasing the function with reduction of cost，
4. increasing both the function and cost， or
5. decreasing both the function and cost.

Traditional value management consists of two types of mechanisms for the decisions: a job plan and 
the analytical techniques. The job plan could be considered to be a systematic process for the decision 
m ahng， while the analytical techniques are the particular tools for detailed evaluation of the alternatives 
during the decision process.

Job Plan ■ The Decision Process

A formal job plan (a Value Method) is normally applied in the traditional VM for diverging and 
converging the possible information and alternatives， in order to discover the solution with the greatest 
value. The whole VM workshop is undertaken in three stages oyer a period of time: a pre-study stage， 

a value study stage， and a post-study stage ( S I E  1998; Wilson 1997). At the pre-study stage, planning 
is done to ensure that the right people can attend， the time table and venue are arranged， basic project 
information and background papers (including the technical， professional reports Zdata and relevant 
issues，etc.) are sent out， a study objective is planned， a facilitator is selected， and a briefing is given to 
the participants on the process to enable an adequate level of understanding of the project. This 
preparatory stage will address the major part of the information phase of the value study.

At the value study stage， a job plan is 马 systemadc and organized way to develop and compare 
alternatives that will get the job done (provide all of the essential functions) with the greatest value 
(greatest e组ciency，economy，quality， and the least delay. Various authors of VM have put forward 
alternative names for the steps， but they can all be summarized into six phases，including:

1. Information Phase - each participant presents his particular information in the workshop and attempts 
to answer the ‘what’ questions for clarification of the project objective (basic value).
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2. Functional M alysis Phase - of equal importance in any VM intervention is keeping the functional 
requirements of a client to the fore within a whole-life view of the project to ensure value-for- 
money.

3. Creativity Phase - members of the group apply appropriate techniques (e.g.，brainstorming， attribute 
listing，etc.) in order to produce a highly creative environment for stimulation of di迁erent ideas. 
The purpose of this stage is to generate as many ideas as possible and provide a diverse range of 
solutions.

4. Evaluation Phase - participants evaluate all generated ideas and solve the convicts among the ideas. 
It may be very formal and may encompass the use of weighted indices and a matrix system or may 
be purely based on consensus

5. Development Phase - the team will then select a shortlist of the best ideas， and develop a proposal 
in su组cient detail to enable the project team to decide whether or not to implement it or carry it 
forward for further.

6. PresentationZRecommendation Phase - a report is presented to the client andZor design team. The 
purpose of the report is twofold: to provide a record of the Study， and to assist the decision makers 
within the project team.

The project team members have to participate each phase of the workshop throughout the whole 
value study stage. However， no benefit can be obtained， unless actual action is implemented. Feedback 
from the sponsors of the VM exercise should be passed back to the VM team to complete the learning 
cycle. Therefore， a post-study stage involving an implementation， verification and feedback process 
also plays an important role for the whole VM process.

FUNCTION AND COST ANA… ICALTECHNIQUES

The key to successful use of the job plan is the application of an organized study of 化nctions satisfying 
the users’ needs (Land 1997). Therefore， analytical techniques， including functional analysis and cost 
analysis， are important tools for the evaluation and selection of the alternatives in the VM workshop. 
Some of the most practical methods include Wrb-Noun unction (Miles 1972; Dell’Isola 1997)， Function 
Analysis System Technique (^AST) diagram (Dell，Isola 1997; Kelly and Male 1992; Miles 1972)， 

Strength Weaknesses Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis (Steven 1997)， Paired Comparison 
(Dell，Isola 1982)，Multi-Attribute Decision Analysis (Meng 1994; Green 1992)， Life Cycle Costing， 

Cost-Worth ratio， Energy Model and Break-Even analysis (Dell’Isola 1982，1997; Land 1997).

The most popular evaluative techniques are ^ S T  diagrams and Cost-Worth ratios for functional 
analysis and cost analysis respectively.

1 .以 ST Diagrams
A Function ^ a ly s is  System Technique (FAST) Diagram is often used for analyzing the functional 
requirements， and applies ‘How? - W hy?’ logic and Critical path techniques. It is useful for 
understanding the basic function of a project， and to define the owner’s goals， objectives and 
aspirations.

2. Cost-Worth Ratios
A cost-worth model involves the use of a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and the Function 
^ a ly s is  System Technique (^^ST) diagram concepts (Dell’Isola 1997). A ratio is then be calculated 
to indicate the cost saving probability， based on the actual Zestimated cost and VE target amount (L 
e. worth).
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A CONCEPTUAL VALUE MANAGEMENT MODEL

Recently, Leung (2000) has developed a conceptual VM model (see Fig. 1) for evaluation of decision
making processes in construction projects. It emphasizes dynamic 'affective， and ‘cognitive’ value on 
a specific task in a particular environment.

Feedback [expectancy /probability]

Action

Feedback [Valence /Utility]

Int’l Factors 
[desired value]

Ext， l Factors 
[environment]

Evaluated Satisfaction

Satisfaction

QutgQme
Success

Specificity Specificity

GQ.ai.

 1------------- Goal Setting System----------------- 1------------- Implementation System-----------1-----

Figure 1 A Value Management Conceptual Model (Leung and Liu 1998)
[note: ^ ____ - major transformation process; < -------  - feedback loop]

The model proposed in here involves goal setting and implementation systems. Goal is an output 
element in the goal setting system (Value-DecisionMaking-Goal), and will subsequently be considered 
as an input element for the transformation element (implementation) of the implementation system 
(Goal-Action-Outcome). The overall procurement process can be combined to obtain a Value-Goal- 
Outcome (V-G-O) cyclic model.

A goal is considered as a cognitive representation of value, while decision making is a cognitive 
transformation of value. Based on Tolman’s cognitive theorizing, Locke (1968) points out that both 
values and intentions (goal) play an important role as cognitive determinants of behavior, therefore 
values and goals involve similar characteristics influencing the project outcome (the level of satisfaction).

In previous research, a specific goal was proved to produce higher motivation (Locke and Bryan 
1967) and higher level of performance (Ivancevich 1977)， than a vague goal such as 'do your best，. 
While goal specificity relates to the definition of the target for performance, value specificity mainly 
influences goal setting in the decision making process. Specific value (through specific goals) guides 
performance towards successful project outcome(s) through subsequent implementation of project 
management. Hence, value-goal specificity is considered to be a major characteristic of VM in this 
research, based on the developed VM cyclical model.

H I : The more specific the value at the commencement o f project goal setting, the more specific the 
goal levels set.

H 2: The more specific g o a l, the higher the participant satisfaction.

Traditional value management involves six phases in the job plan. Both functional and cost analytical 
techniques assist us to specify client?s basic requirements. Value-goal specificity plays important 
roles at both initial and final stages of the whole process. For example, specific value is presented by 
the client at the first stage (information phase)， then debated upon and concluded by the participants at 
the final stage (presentation phase). The intermediary stages of functional analysis, cost analysis， 

choice evaluation and proposal determination in the value management processes - aiming at 
transforming value specificity to goal specificity, so that participants’ commitment at the last stage of 
the workshop will be higher than that at the commencement stage.
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CASE STUDY

In order to test the two hypotheses， a case was studied by formal interview between November 1998 
and mid-June 1999. It represented a semi-public project， exposed and solved problems by traditional 
decision methods such as regular project meetings and correspondence. Causal relations between the 
hypothetical variables were studied utilizing case study outline (CSO) and cause-benefit analysis (CBA) 
techniques for hypothesis testing and qualitative analysis.

Bac咕 round of the Case

This semi-public project was carried out according to a procedure that was set up by the University 
Grants Committee (UGC). Project participants include the internal sta迁s of the Estate O迁ice in the 
university project manager and senior building sewices engineer)， and external consultants (architect， 
structural engineer， building services engineer and quantity surveyor). The project mainly included 
the following stages: (0) conceptual design stage, (1) feasibility and outline proposal stage，（2) scheme 
design stage; (3) detail design stage，（4) tender documentation stage， and (5) construction stage. The 
feasibility study had been completed during 出e time that the project team was formed for the particular 
project. Since the whole project was completed during the interview period, four key decisions were 
able to be studied in detail for this research.

Dec⑷ on point 1 ■ approval of scheme design.
Dec⑷ on point 2 - approval of Tender Docum ents (including draw ings，specification， 

contractual terms，etc.) for tendering.
Decision point 3 - selection of contractor.
Decision point 4 - certified practical completion.

Generally, most decision regarding and commitments to major items are made at the early stage of 
the project (Dallas 1995). Paretto principle， applied to cost control， indicates that 80% of the total cost 
of a building is contained in only 20% of the elements of a system. Therefore， the decision points 1 is 
considered to be the most important point in打uencing the final outcome of the main contract.

Case Study Outline 扮r Task I (Approval of Scheme Design)

The Case Study OutHne used in this research is a succinct record of the dimensions of decision- 
making identified by Lipham，Rankin， and Hoeh (1985). These dimensions include decision content， 
dec⑷ on involvement and dec⑷ on processes.

The analysis of ‘decision content’ focuses on clarification of the basic problem(s) and answers 
‘what，happened， while the analysis of ‘decision involvement， focuses on who was involved and how 
they were linked or not linked to decision outcome. Finally， the analysis of ‘decision processes， 

focuses on answering questions of ‘why’ and ‘how’ a particular decision was made during a given 
period of time. The analysis identifies the variables involved in a decision was made. In the decision 
process parameter, the following items are included: project identification， ideal goal, major decisions， 

and enabling activities. In order to test the particular hypotheses in this research and identify the 
value-goal specificity variables clearly， project identification is further divided into two stages: pre- 
decision and post-decision stage.

In this research， the ‘decision process’ of the case study outline method was matched to the variables 
of the hypotheses， based on the value management conceptual model (also see Figure 1):
1. project identification at pre-decision stage (value specificity)，

2. major decisions (goal)，

3. expected goal (expected outcome)，

4. project identification at decision stage (goal specificity)，
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5. action (action)， and
6. final outcome (actual outcome).

Of the four key decisions identified as decision points above， task 1 (full approval of the scheme 
design) is the most critical decision point in constmction procurement. The client’s basic requirements 
were initially expressed in the feasibility study， therefore the feasibility study was considered to be the 
basic value for the goal setting at decision point 1. At this stage， the goal was to obtain the UGC’s full 
approval of the scheme design， while the final outcome was the approved set of Tender Documents.

Based on the Case Outline ^ a ly s is  method， the basic ‘value， of the decision point 1 included: (1) 
previous submitted documents (architectural-in-principle and feasibility study); (2) the UGC，s norms 
(e.g.， the quality of the works， the net Zgross 玎oor area ratio，etc.); and (3) the adjacent laboratory 
building (i.e. the phase IV redevelopment). The site location and primary purpose of this project were 
fixed in the previous decision， while the development program had been expressed by milestone dates 
in the feasibility study.

In this task， time and cost were the most important criteria for this project， because the proposed 
building was for academic purposes (i.e. the basic function) and because the UGC (i.e. the financial 
supporter) did not want to construct an over-exaggerated building in the university (i.e. the cost). 
Hence, cost reduction and timing saving were considered as the best ways to improve the value in this 
case， rather than the quality improvement. During the decision process， the UGC requested that the 
estimated cost of the new project (ph VI) has to be designed within the reduced tender price index of 
an adjacent similar project (ph IV)， and a three-month boating period was additionally allowed in the 
proposed development program.

Since the tender price index of the ph IV project was reduced from 575 to 515， the consultants (e.g.， 

the architect， quantity suweyor，etc.) held group discussions for the problem-solving phase that included 
a series of cost reduction exercises and a revision of the scheme used to gain the UGC，s approval. 
Moreover， the construction period was proposed to be completed in April 1995 for commencement of 
the academic year in September.

Additionally， convict arose be Ween the end-users and project team members. The end-users normally 
concentrated upon quality and practical usage only， while project team members had to concern 
themselves with the whole project, which included time， cost and quality. Separate meetings held 
between the project manager Zinter-consultants and individual departmental representatives， in order 
to solve problems between the design team and the end-users.

In the approved scheme design (i.e. the ‘goal， in this task)， an estimated cost of $194.62M at TIP 
608 had been approved for a carpark of l ，120m2 and a twin，ten-story， lightly serviced building of 9， 

850m2 in net 打oor area. However， the detailed design was still subject to the end-users， further 
informa 乜 on.

Finally， most of the participants were satisfied with the contract period stated in the Tender Documents 
and pre-tender estimate based on the eight bills of the Tender Documents. The quality of the designed 
project also fulfilled the clients’ and end-users’ basic requirements.

Casual Data Analysis 伤r Task I (Approval of Scheme Design)

Causal Data M alysis is a qualitative method for analyzing the relationship between the hypothetical 
variables (Nagy 1984). The causation is classified into three types: primary causation， secondary 
causation and tertiary causation. In cause-e任ect table， the causal relationship is shown by the arrows 
from e任ect to cause (e.g. primary causation a迁ects secondary causation; secondary causation a任ects 
tertiary causation; and so on).
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In this research， the tertiary causation mentions the project situation representing the decision outcome 
(Le. project goal) which stems from the secondary causation and in旦uences the final project outcome. 
The secondary causation mainly involves the activities in decision making process (e.g.，meetings， 

queries，intewiews，etc.) for solving the problem. of the specific values are considered as primary 
causation representing the basic requirements for the task， which in打uences final outcome through the 
decision process. In this technique， all of the qualitative data are abstracted from previous method 
(case study outline) and presented by arrows in the cause-e任ect table. The causal relationships be…een 
value specificity， goal specificity and the satisfaction for the task 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Task Outcome 

[Tender Doc.]

Project Situation 
(G)
[Full Approval]

Activities in 
DM

Basic Req’ts 
(V)
[Feasibility Study]

Causation

Merits: A twin ten-story
lightly service --------- ----------------------- > An academic Specific (V)

Submitted building and A lightly serviced primary
project period carpark 个 building purpose
same as the [Specific (G) Group
program in Full primary purpose] discussion
Approval (regular mtgs
[hstime] Commencement and ad hoc /

and completion mtgs) / ^ Program with Specific (V)
Pre-tender date stated -review design / / milestone dates time
estimated cost including 3 mths -re-calculate / /
within the floating time estimated cost / /
approved [Specific (G) & y
budget time] Meetings with K.
[hscost] end-users \  ^ Preliminary Moderately

Estimated budget & \ information and specific (V)
Quality within UGC’s Dwg \ layout plan based design and
specified in approved exchanges \ on UGC’s norms quality
the TD fulfilled fUnding ($194M) & \ & ph IV，s design
UGC，s [Specific (G) Formal \
requirements cost] correspondence, \
[msqly] especially \

Approved between UGC \
Expected scheme design and university ^ Estimate based on Moderate
project image with downgrade elemental cost specific (V)
still satisfies the standard cost
participants [M. specific (G)
[hsimage] design/quality]

於 阴 代  2 Full Approval of Scheme Design
…o te :入打ows on Hnes 内 int 疗om e沿 et to cause]

In this task， overall conceptual design of this proposed building was based on the previous project 
(phase IV). Preliminary information such as the schedule of accommodation， layout plan，etc. was 
stated in the feasibility study for further development. However， based on a design with downgraded 
quality， an estimated budget and a revised program， Tender Documents were prepared by the project 
participants and finally approved by the UGC ,ASD. Based on previous illustration， the causal 
relationships between the major variables in this decision are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1 Case Study Outline Summary

Hypo. Cause Effect Decision point

HI : 1. Specific (V) primary purpose Specific (G) primary purpose 1
2. Moderate specific (V) cost Specific (G) cost 1
3. Moderate specific (V) time Moderate specific (G) time 1
4. Moderate specific (V) design /quality Moderate specific (G) design /quality 1

H2 : 1. Specific (G) cost High satisfaction -cost 1
2. Moderate specific (G) time High satisfaction -time 1
3. Moderate specific (G) design /quality High satisfaction -image 1
4. Moderate specific (G) design /quality Moderate satisfaction -quality 1

The results shown in Table 1 indicates that no any goal was vaguer than the value at the 
commencement of the goal setting. The more specific value induced more specific goal in terms of 
the time， cost and quality. In addition， items 2， 6 and 7 exhibited a positive correlation between value 
specificity and goal specificity at the decision point 1 and 5 respectively. Hence， the sub-hypothesis 1 
was tested as significant，i.e. the more specific value， the more specific goal.

For the hypothesis 2， decision point 1 shown that specific or moderate specific goal caused high 
satisfaction (e.g” items 1 and 2) or normal satisfaction (items 3 and 4). Therefore， a positive correlation 
between the goal specificity and project outcome (participant satisfaction) is also shown in this 
qualitative result.

CONCLUSIONS

Cost management provides various tools to us for cost checking and controlHng， whUe value 
management assists us to understand both function (basic requirements) and cost in a construction 
project. Value management provides an opportunity to the project participants to manage the project 
cost based on the specific functional requirements. In the present paper， the proposed VM conceptual 
model has been tested in a construction project. In this case study， hypotheses 1 and 2 have been 
confirmed as causal correlation b e^een  the hypothetical variables: value specificity and goal specificity; 
and goal specificity and participant satisfaction. Specific cost and function can assist project participants 
to manage the value and select the best value (goal). Hence，value-goal spec沮city is considered as 
essential variable in玎uencing the value management processes.

However， further research is required， because case study methodology can only provide limited 
data testing of the hypotheses. In this research， other tasks of this case and other projects should be 
further studied， and quantitative analysis method could be applied in the future for cross-validation of 
the above hypotheses.
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ABSTRACT

Perhaps the most widespread concern in examining the feasibility of construction projects is contract 
sum. Naively， that initial price is a primary target during design and an anchor thereafter. A popular 
belief is that the price represents a fairly accurate monetary measure of both the resources used in the 
project ■ at least， in its constmction ■ and of value of the completed project， with the client (commissioner) 
as the focal part旧 pant. This paper argues that such perspectives may be quke false as， in the 
circumstances pertaining to most construction projects in market economies， if not universally，short
term considerations dominate such that market oriented behaviour to maximise potential performance 
of participants’ own objectives prevails.

Keywords: Construction; Cost; Price; Resources; Wlue.

INTRODUCTION

瓜 e social science of Economics concems human behaviour in the (acquisition，） use (disposal and re_use) 
of scarce resources. If a resource is not scarce， it is not regarded as an economic resource - and so, not 
subject to decisions concerning choice by consumers. Hence， an initial issue involves determination of 
what is a scarce resource. Tra舰 onally, the use of a 丘ee market pdchg mecha⑴ sm was the arbiter. However， 
that determinant seems to be adequate no longer as the world becomes increasingly subject to problems of 
ever more forms of pollution. In consequence， not only is an increasing number of goods and sendees 
entering the economic arena but debates surround issues of environmental presentation and its pricing - 
even if the ‘polluter pays’， it is reasonable to ask， “how much and to whom”？ Of course a consequent issue 
is the use of such revenue - again 1 也ely to be an arena of equity and value judgement.

匕 today，s world，a m句 or trend is tow魟ds (pdvatisation， ■ h  e⑶no^^es，丘om pubhc sector to pdvate
sector; h  and eoono—es,丘om state ⑶ ntrol to de设ees of 丘ee market capitaUsm. 迀 the objective of 丘ee 
market capitaUsm is to m s e  the generation (and store) of wealth， several ⑶ mplementay issues emerge. 
设 o n o u s e s  measures of total，average， hprement (mar^^) and distdbution. Fu打her， it adopts 如po过ant 
(如 郝 essen创 ) 胳s ^ p 过ons ab u t h■ 如  behaviour, both of hdMduds 如d of ⑶Uec咖es (org^sado瓜)• 
T^us，⑶n⑶ ms emerge over the mecha岀sms 如 ough wMch wealth is generated， the stores of wealth and the 
distdbu廿ons of the wealth. Notably， wealth is generated by production; sendees， do not generate wealth but 
⑶ns— e it，despite thek behg ne⑶ss犯y  (such 狀 desi阴） to the generation pro^ss.

Concerns over the generation and appropriation of wealth have prompted the development of welfare 
economics in which examination of positive economics is integrated with more moral - ethical，no^^ative
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perspectives. In turn， issues of sustainability have come to the fore， not insigni丘cantly， since the world’s 
first ‘oil shock’ of 1973.

Perhaps the changes reject a paradigm shift of perspectives but that appears to be dichotomous ■ both 
towards and away from free market capitalism. The moves towards free market capitalism foster profh 
pursuance and g ro ^ h  of f ^ s  (Baumol, 1959) under the widely accepted goals of 诅creasing the individual 
wealth of the owners and m anagers.巧 e contrary moves foster abandonment of the blind pursuance of 
individual， often short-te啦  gain, towards securing long-term sustainability. Indeed， sustainability is an 
objective ‘sweeping through，constmction.

T^us, one 如 po忖ant feature of the increasing attention paid to aspects of sustahabUity is the s h  time 
horizons pertaining to decisions - by consumers， suppliers and regulators. U e  shift is towards a 如ture- 
focus of hcreashgly long-te啦  ho也ons h  wMch an hvestment-analogous perspective is adopted - hvolvhg 
仕ade-o任s occu仃ing at di任erent times - especially foregoing at the present to gain in the 纪ture.

Basic， traditional economics is founded upon the notion of perfect markets (see，e.g. Lipsey，1989) in 
which perceived homogeneity of outputs by individually small producers， no market frictions etc. leads to 
total consumer sovereignty under which suppliers are pdce-takers and can eam o俎y ‘no^^al’ profit. Under 
such conditions， applied to consumer si扯ations and to factor markets also， Pareto equilibrium should ensue 
and，如忖her，e^8ciency is 职aranteed by de如 ition because the marghally h e迅cient ca仙ot eam the requisite 
re旭ms and，therefore，fail. However，pe过ect markets exist in theory only and， in practice， much e任o忖 and 
丘nance is expended by suppliers in attempting to move away from perfect market approximations to as 
close to monopoly as possible - thereby securing abno抓 al (monopoly) promts. That deske is appropriate 
to purchasers (consumers) too who seek to increase their market power relative to that of sellers h  order to 
enhance their opportunities to secure ‘better deals’.

他LUE

It is apposite to consider the analysis pro任ered by Smith (1970)， Ricardo (1971) and others concerning the 
labour theory of value and culminating in Marx’s (1946) analysis of the generation of su印lus value and its 
appropriation by capitalists. The basis is that only human labour creates value. Use value (value in use) is 
a personal (or societally-judged) measure of the utility (worth) of an item (good or sew ice).巧 at use value 
unde印ins the item’s exchange value (value in exchange) which is the money sum at which a transaction 
b e^een  buyer and seller occurs. At one extreme， the exchange value is the money equivalent of the seller’s 
minimum use value and， at the other extreme， the money equivalent of the purchaser’s max如 um use value; 
be…een the Wo extremes ‘market factors’ (such as power-based bargainhg) apply to d e te ^ n e  the exchange 
value in any given instance. Hence， in determining an item’s exchange value， a significant degree of 
‘subjectivity，,potential variability is likely to be involved. However， for (perhaps) the great majority of 
economic transactions， market prices Z normal prices are pre-determined through the supply mechanism， 

although often subject to discounts and other (individual) adjustments consequent on abolition of retail 
price maintenance.

Given a state of technology， Marx asserted that production of an item required a certain amount of 
materials， plant etc - constant capital (c) plus an amount of socially necessary (average) labour power - 
variable capital (v). Variable capital represents the (then subsistence) wage paid to human labour - for 
average e任ort，e迅ciency etc; hence， socially necessary for production. However， given measurements of 
the types of capital in money te而 s， the total capital embodied in an item (C)， its selling price， exceeds the 
sum of (c) plus (v) by an amount (s) which is the su印lus value produced by the variable capital (human 
labour) but appropriated by the capitalist. Thus， global considerations lead immediately to the notion of 
ownership of physical resources in common and， given that all plant， buildings etc. producers’ goods) are 
products of the application of labour to raw materials， the single source of value must be labour.
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Consequently， the dichotomy of perspectives concerning ownership of the world，s resources may be 
caricatured as either ownership in total commonality or private ownership with the latter being dependent 
upon quirks of birth, ancestry etc. Interestingly， even in the more private-ente印riseZownership oriented 
communities， it is usual for real freehold title in land @lus its contents and most air space above) to vest in 
the government (i.e. the people of the community own the land in common). ] e n ， use rights and certain 
ownership rights are assigned to private ‘owners， through various tenure (formal，legal) arrangements. 
Clearly， the issue of ownership of land and embodiedZassociated resources is far from simple!

The consequent issue regarding the labour component of value surrounds the 出迁erent forms of 
labour - by function - in terms such as risk taking etc (entrepreneurship Z ‘ownership，)， organisation 
(management) and operative labour (workers). In modern economies， the basic notion of subsistence 
existence is surpassed (and supplemented Z safeguarded by ‘social security，) but it may be transposed 
into existential， local norms. Further， the various sources of bargaining power etc act to secure some 
‘sharing’ of surplus value. (Strictly， from a wealth generation perspective， the total surplus value is 
generated by production activities and all service activities act to reduce the overall rate of profit - see 
e.g. Massey [1979] - by securing elements of the surplus value as payments for their activities.)

PRICES

Price relates directly to revenue and turnover of an organisation and so， constitutes receipt of money. 
Indeed， economists regard supply as the combination of provision (usually production) and sale of the 
output. As， in modern economies， cash is used to ever decreasing extents - promissory notes and other 
media of credit-based transactions are employed (including electronic) - and so， attention must be 
given to the issue of failure to honour debts， recovery mechanisms and Hkely amount of such recovery. 
Thus， sales revenue can be represented as:

^n u m b er of units sold ( unit price) - unrecoverable debts.

Cash shortfall in recovery through factoring of outstanding debts is considered in the relationship as 
a component of unrecoverable debts. Costs incurred in attempting recoveries would add to an 
organisation’s costs of operating.

In industries like construction, further complications arise due to the nature of the product, process 
and payment mechanisms. Usually， the initial price setting for a construction project involves a variety 
of di迁iculties， including the array of bidding procedures adopted， price prediction during the design 
stage and the spectrum of alternative procurement arrangements.

Following market pricing philosophy， the norm is for project prices to be determined via competitive 
bidding. A current dichotomy is that， although the private sector of many economies is moving away 
from traditional capital price (bid) as the determining variable [‘winner，]， in the public sector， emphasis 
on that variable remains with increasing importance due to considerations of the visibility requirements 
of public accountability; that such public accountability may promote greater sub-optimality of bargains 
is ignored in the pursuit of anti-corruption. Thus， although procedures may be initiated as safeguards, 
their e迁ect may be to reduce the securing of both wealth and welfare (i.e. lead to sub-optimisation of 
value)， especially if simplistic and rigid dver time.

Increasingly， price setting involves many variables which are adjusted interactively in determining 
both the price to be set by each potential supplier and which (if any) of the prices should be accepted 
by the clien t.…though the most common approach is， ceteris paribus， for the lowset bid to be accepted， 

a variety of alternative procedures are in use - including accepting the second lowest bid. Usually， low 
bids are scrutinised for arithmetic accuracy， other errors，‘manipulations，etc. prior to any acceptance. 
Hence， not only in ‘pre-selection’ of possible suppliers but also in price setting and in final supplier
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selection is non-price as well as price competition involved. Thus， following terminology of marketing， 

although price remains the no啦 al ‘winner， for a project，‘qualifiers， include a diversity of performance 
factors concerning aspects of anticipated quality and time performance as well as further price-related 
variables (including cash 打ow and, if applicable， the project financing ‘package，).

Therefore， price evaluation is much more than setting and judging the initial contract sum - it includes 
discounted cash 丑ow analyses and， perhaps most notably， monetary evaluation of non-price expectations 
of performance. This signifies that the traditional evaluation processes for determining to which 丘抓 

a project (design，construction) is awarded are outmoded. The argument is reinforced by the 
acknowledged diversity of corporate performance criteria emphasised by the separation of ownership 
and management. The concept is in the form of project evaluations’ being based upon a utility function 
approach rather than simple capital sums bid considerations (e.g. Carr，1982).

Further， given pre-selection of firms， the clear purpose is to provide ‘performance assurance’ such 
that the distinguishing variable between the firms is their o任er prices. Each one of such pre-selected 
firms should be of equal technical performance capability and, given the pricing mechanisms and cost 
structures of projects， cost leadership for a project may be achieved only through novel production 
processes， reduced overheads (through ‘matter， corporate structures)， reduced profit margin or a 
combination of those.

Variability

Bennett (1982)， Ashworth and Skitmore (1983) noted that price predictions of construction projects 
employed accepted (normally lowest bid) tender as the prediction variable. As design of the instant 
project progresses the coe迁icient of variation (cv) of the forecasts reduces from around 20% at early 
design to around 6.5% just prior to receipt of tenders. The reduction in variability seems to be due to 
increasingly specific design and， in consequence， employment of more sophisticated prediction 
techniques. The more closely a consultant’s price forecasting method approximates to the cost prediction 
techniques commonly employed by constructors (estimating)， the less variable and more accurate the 
consultants’ forecasts of initial contract sums (accepted tenders) tends to be.

Morrison (1984) carried out detailed analyses of consultants， predictions of accepted tenders and 
was able to determine the contributions of the main components of variability to the total variability 
found in the consultants’ forecasts as follows.

^^erage coe迁icient of variation in predicting lowest tenders 15.5%
ComponcHts:
Variability in lowest tenders received in competition 6.60%
… riability due to using cost data from previous lowest tenders 5.00%
Inherent variability of the estimating technique (pricing BQs) 1.85%
Variability due to making adjustments to the chosen cost data 6.90%
Variability due to imperfections in the cost data employed 11.00 %

Much of the research into consultants， forecasting of building project prices (accepted tenders - 
initial contract sums) alludes to the fairly extensive use of heuristics and other forms of approximations 
for convenience,practicality. Further, much of the work does not investigate the consequences of the 
forecasting employing deterministic approaches to represent stochastic variables and processes. Thus， 

issues identified by Tversky and Kahneman (1974)， Kahneman and Lovallo (1993)， tend to remain 
unrecognised and，hence， ignored whilst retaining (significant) impact on the resulting forecasts.
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Judgem ent

Such issues occur due to the human elements present in constructing and using the price models - and 
are likely to be present in other，associated，activities， notably constructors’ estimating and pricing. 
The main issues are:

1. R e p r e s e n ta t iv e n e s s :

(a) insensitivity to prior probability of outcomes
(b) insensitivity to sample size
(c) misconceptions of chance (the “gambler’s fallacy”； the “law of small numbers”）

(d) insensitivity to predictability
(e) illusion of validity
( ◎  misconceptions of regression

2. 他 y:
(a) biases due to the retrievability of instances
(b) biases due to the e迁ectiveness of a search patternZset
(c) biases of imaginabmty
(d) illusory correlation

3. ^ c h o r in g  and Adjustment: involves selection of an initial value of the variable to be predicted and 
adjusting that value to yield the outcome value. Slovic and Lichtenstein (1971) suggest that such 
adjustments tend to be 记adequate so that the outcome value is too close to the hitial value. Tvers”  and 
Ka匕eman (1974) conclude that ‘•••heudstics are highly economical and usually elective， but they lead 
to systematic and predictable errors’ ⑦ 1131). That occurs because people unde忖ahng forecasts make 
probability) judgements which are in accordance wi出 and limited by 出e红 knowledge about the subject 
matter， their howledge of forecasting techniques，no加 al methods used (which may be prescribed) and 
their own heuristics and biases in exercising judgements.

Ka匕eman and Lovallo (1993) note that ‘people tend to be overconfident (opth^stic) in thek assignments 
of probabilities to their beliefs， [parenthesis note by authors]⑦26). Taylor and Brown (1988) classified 
thee co ^^o n  sources of optimistic bias as (a) highly positive self-evaluation, (b) over-optimism conceming 
免ture events and plans，(c) illusion of control of 扮ture variables.

Clearly, there is a considerable degree of human impact in producing price predictions of constmction 
projects， the vahab^ties and potential e订ors (especially， systematic e订ors) htroduced by which may do^^ate 
e汀ors occasioned by technical factors, (see Fellows and Liu (2000) for 扮rther discussion).

More overt considerations must not be ignored. A usual view acknowledges clients’ logical preference 
ceteris paribus for lower prices; clients are believed to prefer savings rather than increases in moving from 
initial to final contract sum. (Mecdotally) many consultants have asserted that clients want single figure 
price predictions [an ‘excuse’ for preserving the status quo of deterministic forecasting and thereby 
disenfranchising clients from real price related decision taking?]. The first forecast given (whether to 
accord with a client’s stipulated 8nancial limit for a project or othe…ise) is the price which the client wiU 
remember and use as the basis for all subsequent actions. Such a set of ‘received wisdom’ tends to result in 
‘high side， initial predictions to ensure the resultant client budget should yield reasonable， but small， savings 
at project final account but also pressure for’the prediction to be a ‘self 免Ifilling prophesy’ to presewe the 
percep乜onZiUusion of accuracy.

In consequence of the issues， outlined above， there are significant questions which concern 
value of a project.
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COSTS

Given the service and bespoke nature of construction， the normal approach to project pricing is based 
upon cost accounting. Thus， historic costs are recorded and employed in conjunction with adjustments 
judged to be appropriate to re jec t differences between those recorded costs and the project being 
considered to determine the anticipated costs for that project. Once total costs have been predicted， 

including general overheads and provisions for risks and uncertainties， the mark-up for profit can be 
added to arrive at the price. Given the abolition Z abandonment of fee scales for consultant designers， 

the price determination process is employed by those practitioners as well as by constructors (main 
contractors， sub contractors etc.) in their price bidding. Thus， the most widely perceived model for 
construction price determination (whether design or construction， individual item or total project) is 
‘cost + mark-up = price，.

It is important to note that， whilst the resultant price may become a 丘啦 sum once validly accepted， the 
cost which is presumed to form the major， basic component is a forecast (estimate) and the mark-up for 
profit may reject a wide variety of considerations. Further， given the extensively sub-contract nature of 
constmction processes， profit enhancement is widely pursued by cost reduction ploys by constuctors up the 
sub contracting chains (‘Dutch auc乜ons，， pay _ when _ pa记 etc.).

T^us， a vital consideration in the determination and examination of cost (to the main constructor)， and 
price， is inherent variability. Scrutiny of variability， as in any ‘risk management’ exercise， should begin 
with identification of the sources of variability (by categories) and proceed to determine the degree 
(quantification) of variability in order to establish ‘control limits’ - i.e. the extent of inherent variability. 
Only when performance falls outside of such limits is corrective managerial action required; however， 
preventative action could be instigated，advisedly， if longitudinal monitoring of performance identifies a 
仕end which indicates that pe过o而ance is moving so as to go beyond the control limit imminently.

There is a further consideration from a risk perspective - which is that performance is drawn from a 
distribution and so， is a stochastic variable rather than the deterministic variable it is often portrayed to 
be (see，e.g.， Reugg and Marshall，1990). Thus， risk approaches to performance analysis acknowledge 
that performance may be better (more favourable) than predicted as well as worse. (Risk can be 
‘upside’ as well as the more common perspective of ‘downside’ - with equal probability under conditions 
of symmetrical distributions. Further， it often is important to distinguish risks and uncertainties ■ a 
risk is a future event， the probability of the occurrence of which can be predicted statistically， the 
probability of an uncertain event can be predicted only subjectively.) The consequence is that actions 
may be quite di任erent depending on whether the actual performance (trend or specific) is outside the 
control parameter on the favourable or unfavourable side. Of course， an additional complexity is from 
whose perspective the performance is being examined - what is favourable to the constructor may be 
unfavourable to the client - e.g. price performance!

如  aspect of the nature and structure of the construction industry in a growing number of market 
economies is its increasingly sub contract nature. Commonly, main contractors are， in effect， 
management contractors - they manage construction projects on which all the construction tasks are 
executed by subcontractors (often through ‘chains’ of subcontractors for each trade). The structural 
change has occurred for several reasons - associated with risk shedding by main contractors (to 
subcontractors) to cope with (counteract) security employment legislation， highly volatile workloads 
due to 打uctuating demand and problems of transferring resources between construction sectors and 
self employment advantages (taxation). A particular consequence for project cost determination (and， 

hence prices and project award) is the amended power structure - see, e.g.， Uher (1990) - in which 
subcontractors who have a large contribution to the project can， by submitting di迁erent prices to main 
contractors at the tendering stage， often determine the main contractor to which the project is most 
Ukely to be awarded.
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However, it is increasingly apparent that tender prices are decided on the basis of judgement of the 
prevailing market - the interaction of demand and supply forces - rather than the cost-based model， 
noted above. The importance of the cost-based model lies in it representation of survival necessity in 
a market economy - namely， the requirement to be profitable.

DISCUSSION: CONSTRUCTION PROJECT PROCESSES

It is apparent that a project participant’s satisfaction with the performance of a project is dependent on 
a number of variables - perhaps the most basic of which is their own objectives and their consequent 
perception of the extent to which the project has satisfied those objectives. As objectives, however， 
are desired performance variables， to become ‘operationalised，， they are translated into performance 
targets which are derived in recognition of constraints imposed by other project participants (objectives, 
constraints), technical feasibility etc. Thus, in practice， norms of performance emerge w hic-， in any 
context， not only in出cate likely, acceptable outcomes but also tend to engender inertia.

In contrast to such inertia， the extending in打uence of striving for continuous improvement should 
act to foster dynamism in products and processes. Notably, the traditional concept of a necessary 
trade-o迂 between cost and the other performance categories of time and quality has been demonstrated 
to be false (Womack et al., 1990).

However, what does remain apparent is the nature of the process which pervade the realisation of 
construction projects. Different from being a ‘project team’ carrying out design and construction， 

albeit with changing membership - inevitably to some degree， project TMO，s are more appropriately 
characterised as continuously evolving coalitions of diverse participants in which power is the underlying 
basis of decision taking (see，e.g.，Newcombe，1994).

Thus, construction projects, appropriately， may be viewed as a complexity of process sub-systems; 
what constitutes a sign迅cant di迁eren乜ating factor is the degree of overlap of those sub-systems， 

thereby denoting interdependenceZcommonality of interest. The greater the overlap， the more 
interdependence and the better cohesion should be. A problem seems to be in participants recognising 
the situation and the probable consequences of individual pursuance of diverse, incompatible interests 
- such as in the well-known analyses of ‘opportunism’ in transaction cost economics (Williamson， 

1975) and of ‘cheating’ in analyses of joint venture behaviour (Buckley and Casson，1988).

Notorious attempts have been made to effect change through promoting harmonious project 
environments (internal， in particular). Such attempts have tended to address issues at the level of 
remedying symptoms rather than of addressing causes. Thus， they have involved new contract standard 
forms (e.g. New Engineering Contract), prescribed procedures (e.g. British Property Federation System), 
procurement approaches (e.g. Management Contracting etc.， Design and Construct, Partnering). Whilst 
behaviour can be modified fairly quicWy， that tends to be unsustained， especially if imposed. In order 
to e迁ect sign迅cant and sustained change, underpinning facets of human behaviour - peoples， values 
and beliefs must be addressed - i.e. cultural aspects must be dealt with. Hence， permanent change 
requires people to be convinced of the (likely) benefits to them of ejecting the change(s),

A clear necessity is to regard constmction projects as the media though which the diversi印 of pa市cipants 
realise their own objectives - both bushess and personal.抓 at involves the perspective a打iculated by, e.g.， 

Lawrence and Lorsch (19??) concerning differentiation and integration. It seems that differentiation is 
adequate - it is integration which presents the problems! Necessarily perceiving projects as joint ventures 
and then acting accordingly (see, e.g.， Fellows (199?) may present a way fo撕 ard. However， that wUl 
invdlve, for many, the active，reco职ition of a ‘good deal’ as one from which all pa打icipants ‘leave the table 
satisfied’ rather than one in which ‘I have maximised my own gain’.
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CONCLUSIONS

The widely-employed interchangeability of terms ‘cost，，‘price’ and ‘value’ inevitably leads to fuzzy 
thinking and analyses as well as the obvious potential for confusion and，hence，con8ict. In particular， 
the concept of value is employed most usually only in the exchange value context without due 
consideration for the underpinning use value. Such superficiality is， at best， unhelpful in concern for 
value improvement - much deeper examinations are warranted to yield improvements in e迁ectiveness 
of outputs and e组ciency of their provision. Those examinations must also accommodate industrial 
practices of cost and price determination as well as linages b e^ een  cost and price _ which are necessary 
and which are not， together with recognition of 出迁erent business behaviour imperatives in the short 
term and in the long term.

灿 hough the long term approach demonstrates the required relationship between cost and price - 
given an assumed market economic system - the short term requirement is marginal cost dependent， 
thereby，potentially， not only yielding large variability but also questioning the link to resources 
employed. Equity issues in valuation of resources abound.

Given the current operating context and procedures which are adopted widely in construction， it is 
apparent that issues of power are critical in cost and price determination. Many participants， value 
stmctures are brought to bear during project realisation and so， the resultant project rejects the particular 
resolutions of an array of di任erent interests which evolved. Thus，出e value (in use) to the client of the 
realised project is impacted by those factors， as well as internal and external constraints to mitigate the 
realisation of client’s expressed demand. The ‘traditional， model of forecast cost + profit mark-up = 
price seems both inadequate and likely to be misleading.

Thus， especially for any individual project， money sums measuring cost and prices are dubious 
indicators of value (particularly， use value) and of resource embodyment.
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TWO ENVELOPE FEE TENDE见 NG: 
THE PROBLEM AND A SUGGESTED SOLUTION

Derek S. Drew and Sandy L. Y. Tang

ABSTRACT

加 0  envelope fee tendering is commonly used in Hong Kong as a mechanism to allocate consultancy 
work to willing consultants such as architects， surveyors and engineers. Consultancy contracts are 
normally awarded on the basis of price (i.e. fee) and quality (i.e. technical score). In many cases， each 
consultant’s technical score and fee is converted to a ratio (or percentage) relative to the competition’s 
highest technical score and lowest fee before being weighted and aggregated according to a given 
formula. This paper identifies that the more fee ratios vary relative to technical score ratios the more 
fees will in打uence which consultant is awarded the contract. ^  analysis of some Hong Kong pubhc 
sector data reveals that many consultancy competitions are fee dominant. In such situations consultants 
who submit low fees stand a much higher chance of winning the contract than consultants who obtain 
high technical scores. Under such conditions consultants must adopt low fee strategies to survive. This 
is not sustainable in the long run since as fees fall quality of service must， to some extent，drop. This 
paper suggests that fee and technical score variability di迁erences can be eliminated by adopting a 
scoring system based on consultants’ fee and technical score ranking. The ranked scores can then be 
weighted and aggregated and the consultant with the best overall score awarded the contract.

Keywords: Bidding，Gonsuhant，Fee, Technical score, Tendering

INTRODUCTION

In Hong Kong it is common knowledge that architects， engineers and surveyors consultant fees have 
all been seriously eroded by two envelope fee tendering. Lam (2000)， for example， provides cases of 
architects fees for Hong Kong Housing Authority projects dropping from as much as 4.5% in September 
1997 to 0.6% in November 1998Z1999. The problem of fee erosion appears to lie in the variability 
出迁erences between technical scores and fees. The problem can first be explained by making reference 
to Hong Kong’s two biggest employers of consultants: the Hong Kong Housing Authority and the 
Hong Kong SAR Government. A possible solution to the problem is then o迁ered.

THE PROBLEM

Both the Housing Authority and SAR Government convert each competing consultant’s technical 
score and fee to a ratio or percentage relative to the competition’s highest technical score and lowest 
fee before being weighted and aggregated according to a given formula. The contract is usually awarded 
to the consultant with the best overall score.
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Example 1

Consultant
A
B
C
D

C h = 100{Wq(qa-qb) /qb - Wf (fa - fb) /fb} (2 )

Consultant A，s technical score 
Consultant B ，s technical score 
Consultant A，s fee 
Consultant B ，s fee

A positive C h value indicates that the consultant with the higher quality score wins while a negative 
percentage difference indicates that the consultant with the lower fee is the winner. Drew et al (2001a) 
identify that a major disadvantage in using this approach is that an overall comparison of consultants 
is not possible since the numerators and denominators change according to the pair-wise combination 
of consultants being compared. To explain the technical score-fee variability problem reference is 
therefore made to Equation 1.

Table 1 shows three hypothetical fee tendering competitions in which the predetermined weightings 
are fixed at 70% technical score and 30% fee and there are four competing consultants labelled A, B， 

C and D. Consider Example 1， where Consultants A ，B， C and D submit fees of $5, $6， $7 and $8 
million respectively and obtain respective technical scores of 50，60，70，80. In using Equation 1 it can 
be seen that the total scores for Consultants A, B， C and D are 0.738，0.775，0.827，0.888 respectively. 
In this example Consultant D wins the competition easily.

where

The Hong Kong Housing Authority use the following formula to aggregate fees and technical scores:

Cw = Wqq/qmax + Wf fmin/f (1)

where

Wq = predetermined weighting for technical score
(Jmax = highest technical score

q 二 consultant’s technical score
Wf = predetermined weighting for fees
f  = consultant’s fee
fmin = lowest fee

The consultant with the highest Cw value wins the contract.

The Hong Kong SAR Government (Hong Kong Government 1993) use a similar approach in that 
technical score and fees are assessed separately before aggregation. They compare consultants on a 
pair-wise basis according to the following formulation:
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Mean 65 $6.5 0.569 0.238
SD 11.18 1.118 0.098 0.042
Note: Technical /Fee SD ratio = 0.098/0.042 = 2.32 (almost equal to 2.333 i.e. 70/30)
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Technical ratio 
0.570 +
0.610 + 
0.660 + 
0.700 +

Mean 76.25 $6.5 0.668 0.238
SD 2.80 1.118 0.025 0.042
Note: Technical /Fee SD ratio = 0.025/0.042 = 0.59

Table 1 Hypothetical examples of fee tendering competitions which illustrate the use of the technical / fee standard 
deviation ratio

Now consider Example 2. The fees are identical but the differences in technical scores have been reduced 
from 10 to 5. It can be seen from Table 1 that the total scores for A，B，C， and D are almost identical. In this 
example Consultant D just wins the competition. In Example 3 the differences in technical scores are 
reduced further from 5 to 2.5. Table 1 shows that Consultant A， the consultant with the lowest fee and 
technical score, winning the contract.

The three examples illustrate that who wins the contract boils down to a question of fee ratio - technical 
ratio variability. Standard deviation is commonly used to measure variability. Table 1 shows the technical 
ratio standard deviation in Examples 1， 2 and 3 being 0.098，0.049 and 0.025 respectively. It also shows the 
fee ratio standard deviation fixed at 0.042.

The amount of influence that technical scores and fees have can be measured by expressing the technical 
ratio standard deviation and fee ratio standard deviation as a ratio. It can be seen from Table 1 that the 
technical- fee standard deviation ratio for Example 1 is 0.098/0.042 = 2.32. For Example 2 it is 0.049/0.042 
=1.16. For Example 3 it is 0.025/0.042 = 0.59.

If the technical- fee standard deviation ratio is approximately equal to unity, the total scores of the competing 
consultants will be approximately equal (e.g. Example 2). If the technical- fee standard deviation ratio is 
greater than approximately equal to unity technical score has a greater influence has on contract award 
(e.g. Example 1). If the technical- fee standard deviation ratio is lower than approximately equal to unity fee 
has a greater influence has on contract award (e.g. Example 3).

It should be noted that the reason for it only being approximately equal to unity (and not exactly equal to 
unity) is because the fee ratio is an inverted ratio whilst the technical ratio is not. That is to say that the 
lowest fee is the numerator whilst the highest technical score is the denominator.

Research work is currently being carried out at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University to determine the 
extent to which Housing Authority and SAR Government competitions are dominant in terms of technical 
score and fees (Drew et al 2001b). Equation 1 was used in the analysis of two sets of data. In a sample of 
eight Housing Authority architectural consultant competitions all eight competitions were found to fee 
dominant (see Table 2). It can be seen that in all eight competitions the technical-fee standard deviation 
ratios are all less than unity. In a sample of 17 SAR Government quantity surveying consultant competitions,

Mean 72.50 $6.5 0.635 0.238
SD 5.59 1.118 0.049 0.042
Note: Technical /Fee SD ratio = 0.049/0.042 = 1.16
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fourteen competitions were found to be fee dominant and three were technical score dominant (see Table 2). 
This is to say that 22 out of 25 public sector competitions resulted a case similar to Table 1， Example 3. The 
three exceptions were because the competing consultants submitted similar fees and yet their respective 
technical scores turned out to be quite different.

When comparing Housing Authority and SAR Government fee tendering competitions Table 2 shows 
that Housing Authority competitions are more strongly dominated by fees than are SAR Government 
competitions. There appears to be two important reasons for this: differences in predetermined weightings 
and differences in numbers of competing tenders. The Housing Authority use a 50/50 predetermined technical 
score/fee weighting whereas the Government use a 70/30 technical score/fee weighting. The Housing 
Authority competitions generally contained either seven or eleven consultants competing whilst SAR 
Government competitions contained either three or seven consultants.

Table 2 Analysis of Technical / Fee Standard Deviation Ratios

Hong Kong SAR Government Data

Case
No of 

bidders

F ee Ratio 

W f x 3 0 %

Technical Ratio  

q/qmaxX 70%
SD Tech. / 

SD Fee Ratio
M ean SD M ean SD

1 3 0.266 0.039 0 .674 0 .029 0 .744

2 3 0 .263 0 .037 0.691 0.014 0 .377

3 3 0 .263 0.055 0 .677 0 .022 0 .407

4 7 0 .200 0 .064 0 .658 0 .038 0 .596

5 7 0.205 0.061 0 .659 0 .039 0 .640

6 3 0.256 0 .064 0 .673 0 .034 0 .527

7 3 0.254 0 .040 0 .684 0 .016 0 .398

8 7 0.195 0.055 0 .662 0 .039 0.696

9 3 0 .295 0.006 0 .680 0 .017 2.963

10 3 0.196 0.090 0 .694 0 .009 0 .104

11 3 0.290 0.009 0 .690 0 .0 13 1.342

12 3 0 .295 0.005 0.685 0 .018 3.479

13 7 0.146 0.079 0.662 0.041 0.517
14 3 0.247 0.050 0.673 0.023 0.466
15 3 0.239 0.064 0.689 0.011 0.174
16 3 0.294 0.007 0.697 0.005 0.766
17 3 0.259 0.040 0.694 0.010 0.257

Av. 0.245 0.045 0.679 0.022 0.850
SD. 0.043 0.026 0.013 0.012 0.940

Hong Kong Housing Authority Data

C ase
No of 

bidders

Fee Ratio

fmin/ f x  50%

Technical Ratio 

q/qmaxX 50%

S D  Tech. /  

S D  Fee  

RatioM ean SD M ean SD

1 11 0.310 0 .106 0 .473 0.020 0 .193

2 11 0 .327 0 .096 0.471 0.019 0.201

3 11 0.318 0 .100 0 .470 0 .020 0 .205

4 11 0.274 0 .096 0 .433 0 .0 45 0 .474

5 7 0 .333 0.107 0 .470 0 .0 27 0 .254

6 7 0.312 0 .104 0 .473 0 .028 0 .265

7 7 0.242 0.132 0 .473 0 .029 0 .220

8 7 0 .343 0.101 0 .470 0 .0 28 0 .274

Av. 0 .318 0.101 0.471 0 .0 20 0 .199

SD. 0 .009 0 .005 0.001 0.001 0.006
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A SUGGESTED SOLUTION

The fee-technical score variability problem in two envelope fee tendering has been recognised for 
sometime. In 1994 Connaughton commented that a problem in assessing technical score and fees 
separately is that the parameter with the greatest variability will in8uence the outcome in selecting the 
consultant for contract award. In other words， the more the fees vary relative to technical score the 
more fees will in打uence which consultant is awarded the contract and vice versa. More recently the 
Construction Industry Council (1998) comment “once price is introduced the selection of the consultant 
becomes biased in favour of the lowest fee ra出er than quality (i.e. technical score) and it often dominates 
the objective assessment of other factors (such as technical score)，，.

Connaughton (1994) concludes that the procurer has no control over this except to decide the 
weighting in advance. Judging from a speech given by the Hong Kong Housing Authority Chairman 
Dr Cheng at the Hong Kong Institute of Mchitects entitled “How to build quality buildings?” conference 
held on 13th November 2000 it appears that the Housing Authority are going down this route. Dr 
Cheng stated “The technical Z fee score ratio has been adjusted (from 50:50) to 70:30 for projects with 
standard domestic blocks and 80:20 for projects demanding heavy design input respectively” (Cheng 
2000).

Lam (2000) has shown that the high fee variability and low quality score variability imbalance can 
be so extreme， that even changing the predetermined quality, fee weightings from as much as 70:30 to 
50:50 (Wf=0.5 Wq=0.5) has little effect on in红uencing which consultant is awarded the contract. 
Consequently， Lam recommends reducing the fee variability by giving all the consultants whose fees 
are lower or equal to average fee the same score for the fee component of the bid.

…though the Housing Authority initiatives and Lam’s proposal will reduce the technical score fee 
variabihty imbalance to some extent， h is suspected the variabUky imbalance will sdll remain with 
fees being more dominant. A preliminary analysis of Housing Authority data using the present system 
shows consultant fees varying approximately six times more than technical scores. Therefore， to remove 
the variability bias towards fees the Housing Authority predetermined weightings would need to be 
greater than 80:20 currently being proposed. Even with Lam，s approach， a preliminary analysis shows 
fees still varying approximately two to three times more than technical score.

A possible alternative approach to eliminate the variability imbalance completely before using the 
predetermined weightings is to combine consultants’ fee and quality score according to the consultants’ 
ranking. The consultant with the highest overall score is awarded the contract. For example， there are 
four competing consultants labelled A，B，C, and D and a predetermined technical scoreZfee weighting 
of 70,30. Suppose Consultants A，B，C， and D were ranked 1，2，3, and 4 in terms of fee but 4, 3，2， 1 
in terms of technical score. The consultant with the highest ranking would score 4 points， the consultant 
with the second highest ranking would score three points and so on. These scores would then be 
muldpUed by the predetermined weighting. For example， Consultant B， ranked second in terms of fee 
but third in terms of technical score would obtain 3x 30 for fee and 2 x70 for technical score. The total 
score would be 230. A hypothetical example of a competition using the ranking method is shown in 
Table 2.

Consultant Technical Mark Fee Technical ratio Fee ratio Total score
A 4 1 70 + 120 = 190
B 3 2 140 + 90 = 230
C 2 3 210 + 60 = 270
D 1 4 280 + 30 = 310

Table 2 A hypothetical example of a fee tendering competition which illustrates the use of the ranWng method
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It can be seen that in this case Consultant D, the consultant with the highest technical score， would 
win the contract. In fact， because of the 70Z30 predetermined weighting and the number of competitors 
being fixed at four， either the highest or second highest technical scoring consultant would always win 
the competition.

The advantage of the ranking approach is that it is easy to understand and the variability imbalance 
is removed before applying the predetermined weightings. Each consultant’s fee and quality score is 
also considered independent of other consultant fees and quality scores (i.e. no averages are used). 
Since no averages are used in the calculations it also is less a任ected by “non-serious” bids. It should 
also be less a迁ected by “suicidal” bids since nothing is to be gained from submitting a fee more than 
one cent below the nearest competitor. A disadvantage in using the ranking approach is that it is less 
sens沿ve in that actual differences between consultant’s fees and technical scores are no longer 
considered.

CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of fee tendering data from two of Hong Kong，s biggest employers of architectural， 
engineering and quantity surveying consultants show that fees dominate technical scores in the vast 
majority of competitions. Consequently consultants who submit low fees stand a much higher chance 
of winning the contract than consultants who obtain high technical scores. Under such conditions 
consultants must adopt low fee strategies in order to survive. In the long run this is not sustainable 
since as fees drop quality of service must， to some extent， eventually drop.

乂 though the client may save money in terms of fees, the client is more Ukely to end up paying more 
for the building or structure. For example， it is rumored that， because of the drop in fee earnings， the 
amount of reinforcement in structures has increased because structural engineers no longer have 
su历cient time to do such precise calculations and Z or use less experienced lower salaried engineers. 
If such rumors hold true， then it would be most likely that any potential savings in fees would be lost 
because of the increased cost of reinforcement. The Construction Industry Board (1996) recognise 
such a phenomenon. They point out that consultant decisions have ramifications throughout the life of 
a project and that professional service costs are a relatively small proportion of the lifetime cost of a 
project.… so the value of good advice often outweighs the initial cost of fees for professional sewices.

Such sentiments are echoed by Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors former president， Mr Samson 
Wong. He also pointed out in his 1999 Presidential Address that when business becomes over competitive 
members are more likely to turn from being allies to becoming enemies. Mr Wong also cited strongly 
expressed comments from members which include “Competitors are putting in bids which are suicidal 
... they are o迁ering cut-throat fees …nobody can survive in the long run”.

Increasing the predetermined weightings as proposed by the Housing Authority and Lam，s proposal 
of using the average fee will dampen the technical score-fee variability imbalance. One approach to 
eliminate the variability imbalance completely before applying the predetermined weightings would 
be to use a ranking approach as suggested in this paper.

Other possible solutions include developing more elaborate and detailed technical scoring systems 
which show greater di迁erences in consultants， proposed and past performance. If such an approach 
were taken tender administration costs would most likely increase since more detailed assessments 
would be needed.…though it is possible to devise better and more objective scoring systems a technical 
score-fee variability imbalance will remain. If， of course， it goes too much the other way whereby 
technical score dominates fees then in the long run it would seem that fees would continue to rise in 
Une with competing consultants’ pursuit for higher technical scores.
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如  alternative approach (suggested by the Construction Industry Council 1998) may be to abandon 
fee tendering altogether in favour of a negotiation approach in which the scope of services is agreed 
and then an appropriate fee negotiated. This is commonly referred to as the QBS (Quahty Based 
Selection) approach. It would seem that this may be better route for private sector work and for unusual 
andZor complex public sector work requiring special services. However， for ‘run of the mill’ public 
sector work requiring standard sewices fee tendering is probably a better approach mainly because of 
public accountability constraints. If two envelope fee tendering is to be retained as a mechanism for 
allocating work to willing consultants， it seems that an important consideration is to develop a fee 
tendering system in which technical score-fee variability di迁erences are eliminated before deciding 
on appropriate predetermined weightings.
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